
VoiceLikeCandy’s Personal Favorites Sale! 

I often get asked “which of your audios is your favorite?”  With over 300 to choose from, plus several multi-
episodic series in my catalog, it’s too hard to narrow down to just one.  So for a limited time, I’ve hand 
picked 30 of my favorites from the past 4 years, and marked them down 33% for the month of September.  


Click Here to Shop the Favorites Sale list on Gumroad 

Feel free to join the chat in my Discord under the #your_favorite_audios channel! 

**Grab these while they’re on sale, because in October I’m planning to adjust my pricing a bit and many of my Gumroad 
recordings will see a slight raise in price to factor in the Gumroad fees which I didn’t take into consideration when I originally set 
my prices so low. So stock up this month before the price increases!  Visit the main page if you’d like to shop for more than just 
those on sale:  http://voicelikecandy.gumroad.com 

 *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
Series & Mini-Series Favorites
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Lesbian Cock Addict - Complete 11 Part XXXAudio Series from 2018
140 minutes in total
Sara and Zoey are a too-perfect lesbian couple. They share a perfect little lesbian life, and use terms like "soul-mate" and "love is 
forever". Although Sara has officially sworn off men for life, she is hiding a dark secret - she still loves cock. There's something 
about the real thing that a strap-on can't replace, and the only way to satisfy her urges is to be impulsively, recklessly slutty with a 
parade of men - strangers who are just there to provide her with a hard dick. Each time it happens, she swears it's the last time, 
but it also leaves her wanting more. Will Sara ever be satisfied? Will she ever tell Zoey the shameful truth?  Written by Slutwriter, 
with guest voice performances by SilkyMilk, and Ivan E Recshun, & Steve Hamm.

Courtesan of the Core Worlds - Complete 11 Part XXX Audio Series from 2018
100 minutes in total
Educated in the Central worlds in both the most rigorous forms of etiquette and the most generous forms of pleasure, Imari travels 
the ‘verse from world to world, concentrating on the fringes and catering to the untapped needs. Follow her journey as she fulfils 
the desires of various alien dignitaries and power players on a variety of foreign planets. Taking it all in stride, their kinks and 
unique sexual practices are her specialty, and she plays each role to perfection. But behind all the pleasure is a backstory of 
political intrigue and personal deceit, weaving in and out of the series as flashbacks and current events collide.  Written by 
DaddyM, guest voices of SilkyMilk, Ivan E Recshun, and DaddyM.

Succubus: Deceptive Desires  - Complete 12 Part XXX Audio Series from 2018
170 minutes in total
Desarae is a Succubus from the 5th level of Hell, freed due to the lustful greed of a merchant and his inability to close a simple 
circle of salt. Her shape-shifting ability is renowned in the Underworld. Now free to roam the Earth, she can appear to you as your 
wife, your maid, your best friend, or even the Queen of the Realm. Siphoning power from the horny men who in turn become her 
sexual pawns, she will stop at nothing to gain enough sexual energy to free her sisters from the fires of Hell and unleash a reign of 
sexual terror across the six lands.  Written by CrazyJoe, guest voices by SilkyMilk and LadyLustria.

Diary of a Cheating MILF - 12 Part XXX Audio Series from 2018
175 minutes in total
Kayla’s husband is a very successful entrepreneur who spends most of his time on business trips, traveling around the world to 
land the wealthiest clients, and doesn’t seem to mind spending weeks at a time away from his gorgeous wife. He does VERY well 
financially, but this leaves Kayla home alone, with an insatiable libido, nearly unlimited disposable income, and even more free 
time. Having grown tired of being neglected by her inattentive husband, she experiments with getting her sexual needs met by 
other men (and women..) and finds that the added element of cheating and keeping it all a secret makes it even more scintillating! 
Lets go through her diary shall we? Written by Daniel Chud, guest voices of Ivan E Rechun, Skin Dred, Shiyon, and DaddyM.

https://gumroad.com/voicelikecandy?sort=price_desc&tags=favorites%20sale#xmTygw
https://discord.gg/pFJAYVt
http://voicelikecandy.gumroad.com


Tsundere Experience - 4 Part Audio Mini-Series
54 minutes in total
A mini-series revolving around the “hot girl” at school, and the shy, geeky, fat nerd that everyone shuns and makes fun of. With the 
spin of a bottle, fate has them shoved in a closet for “7 Minutes in Heaven”. She gets quite the big surprise, and he leaves a stain 
that she isn’t going to be able to wash from her mind as easily as she can from her dress.  As the series progresses, the two get 
put in more precarious situations, and it isn't exactly clear whether or not she's repulsed or excited by her new "Friend"!

My Neighbor Brooke - 3 Part Audio Mini-Series
57 minutes in total
Innocently adorable 18 year old Brooke moves into a new apartment building and is befriended by Jen, a 20-something older 
woman who takes Brooke under her wing (all the while lusting after her innocent and perky young body). But when she 
impulsively pushes things too far with her trusting little friend, she runs the risk of chasing her away, forever!

Audios #208  & #249 - The Futa and Her Bride Parts 1-2
21 minutes total
A well hung futa finally gets to deflower her innocent virgin bride, making love with the expressed intention of getting her pregnant. 
Days later, the horny couple spends time at the beach, but the Futa has naughty plans involving much more than the average 
public displays of affection. "It's just a little blowjob, nobody will notice sweetie!" Of course, she waited until the last minute to 
mention that her shy bride would have to do her very first facial cumwalk through the lobby afterwards. But as she explains, it’s 
their honeymoon so, fuck what everyone thinks! 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
Favorites from 2016
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Audio #35 - Let’s Cum Together
7 minutes
This new recording is a little bit different than most of the scripted role-play/character recordings that I usually release.  This is 
more of a personal, one-on-one type of encounter between You - and - Me... sort of "phone sex" style I guess you could call it.  It 
started out as a request for a JOI recording, but I don't know if it's your typical jack off instruction style.  It's not really me telling 
you what to do, per se.  It's more of me explaining what I'd like to do if I were there, and you imitating it with your hand as you 
close your eyes and listen to my voice... and as you'll hear, I'm doing quite the same thing on my end.  But I think I may have lost 
the stamina race, because I just couldn't hold out any longer!  *giggles* 

Audio #44 - Identical Opposites
12 minutes
Mylie is a little sex maniac, and her twin sister Kylie is such a prudish little virgin... they are complete opposites.  But when Mylie 
starts a secret affair with one of her teachers who is into rape roleplay, she starts fantasizing about how hot it would be if he were 
to force himself on her innocent twin by mistake. So, it turned into an accomplice type of story, and I really like the way it seemed 
to take on a life of it's own as I was writing it.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
Favorites from 2017
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Audio #78 - Virgin Bride Prefers Bully’s Cock
6 minutes
This is a completely exaggerated tale of a pure, virgin bride-to-be making a complete mockery of her soon-to-be husband, by 
cheating on him with his biggest rival/bully.  Not just cheating, but plotting to get knocked up and leave her super-oblivious fiance 
completely in the dark about it all.  And honestly, if he hasn't figured out what's going on by the end of this recording, then the 
bozo deserves whatever he gets, right? 



Audio #83 - You Know You Want To, Brother
11 minutes
From a new script writer, comes a teenage girl who has picked up a few tricks from her hypnotherapy sessions, and decides to 
have a bit of fun at her older (step)brother’s expense. After a few minutes he's like putty in her hands, and soon after, he's making 
a big, sticky mess in his!  If you like the idea of mind control, cum countdowns, and a little tease of a foot job thrown in for giggles, 
I think you'll enjoy this 11 minute recording.  I really like how it turned out, and I hope he'll be writing more for us in the future!

Audio #116 - Fuck Me With That Cock, Girl (Bi-F & Futa)
6 minutes
Two beautiful young women in a sexual relationship isn’t what you might consider a rare occurrence these days… except when 
one of them is a voluptuous Futa.  Alice and Emily haven’t been together in several weeks, and after everyone has gone home for 
the day they sneak off to the school locker room to have some fun.  By the time they’re done, they definitely are going to need that 
shower!

Audio #131 - Unscripted Masturbation
6 minutes
One of my script writers made a special request, asking me to forego the usual scripted fantasy for this reward and just record 
myself masturbating, saying that he wanted to hear me cum, rather than to hear a fantasy.  So what you have here is the 
completely unscripted, impromptu ramblings of a horny girl while I play with myself, telling you all the things that I like to think 
about when I want to make myself cum… and mmmm, that was a yummy orgasm!  *blush*

Audio #133 - First Date With A Futa 
10 minutes
The Headmaster who used to write the Futa Babysitter series has shifted gears thanks to the new content guidelines.  After a few 
weeks of very explicit chatting online, tonight you find yourself on your first real date with the girl of your dreams.... sweet and 
beautiful, and more hung than you ever imagined!

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
Favorites from 2018
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Audio #150 - Nurse Alice Lends A Hand
5 minutes
This one may only be 5 minutes long, but it's incredibly hot!  Ashley is feeling a lot of stress and anxiety, so she pops in to see the 
school nurse for some advice. When asking some routine questions, Nurse Alice is shocked to learn that the pretty little Honor 
Student has never masturbated before! She informs her that it sounds like a case of Sexual Frustration, and she needs some 
release... immediately.  It's a good thing Nurse Alice is so skilled with her hands!

Audio #152 - ParkNRide
6 minutes
Jess is running late for her classes (as usual) and can’t find a parking spot to catch the campus train in time.  When she finally 
spies someone leaving, she gets so excited that she doesn’t see the dude waiting in his truck who zips into the vacant spot before 
she can! She decides to go do a bit of flirting to see if she can convince him to let her park there, but he decides to make her earn 
it.  (A bit of tongue-in-cheek fun with a very special guest - my Daddy!)

Audio #172 - Share and Share Alike
9 minutes
Nadia is one of those lucky wives who has a very satisfying sex life with her husband.  For the most part, he's quite a beast in the 
sack...so much so that he often fucks her to exhaustion and she falls right asleep afterwards, his cum still leaking from her, tonight 
being no exception.  After nodding for a short while though, she's awakened by a finger teasing her sloppy entrance, apparently 
wanting to go for round two already.  But something just feels different... and then that wonderful tongue suddenly lapping around 
her asshole makes her realize she's right - her husband would never do that!



Audio #178 - Carmen’s Dad
15 minutes
When a girl from school offers this classmate a ride home, all her attention is focused on the hot guy who’s in the car with them.  
Turns out that it’s not her boyfriend or her brother, it’s her friend Carmen’s dad!  Having a thing for older guys anyway, she 
instantly agrees to go back to Carmen’s house and hang out… and then accepts the offer to sleep over.  As it turns out, it’s a very 
good thing that Carmen is such a heavy sleeper!

Audio #204 - DD Consulting
9 minutes
Written by Aika as one of the patron-only epilogues in his mental corruption game Trap Quest, it introduces us to a player-
character who has evolved through the game and then gone on to get married, but is an insatiable slut now. She leads us through 
a typically lewd day at the office, while she chastises her poor husband as he listens in on the phone. She's fulfilling each one of 
the bosses sexual needs, all while trying to "soften the blow” to her husband, pretending to just be doing their secretarial work, 
and basically accusing him of being a huge pervert for thinking otherwise. It's quite amusing, and totally hot! 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
Favorites from 2019
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Audio #213 - Wedding Photographer
18 minutes
A sensual, sexy but sweet tale of a photographer who sets her best friends up on a blind date, and they end up falling in love and 
getting married.  She offers to be their wedding photographer, and after the wedding they ask her to take more intimate photos in 
their suite as they kickoff their honeymoon.  Turns out both the bride and groom are still virgins, and while taking photos, she give 
them lots of directions on how to please their new spouse, getting quite hot and bothered herself in the process.

Audio #218 - A Gentle Haunting
20 minutes
A supernatural romance by /u/Orpheus_the_Traveler about a ghost who inhabits the apartment where she died and is now 
trapped there for eternity, and the young man who unknowingly rents said apartment. She is there 24/7, watching everything he 
does, spending days and nights with him and he has no idea he’s being watched. She develops feelings for him, and especially 
enjoys watching him masturbating while he assumes he is alone. Then one night, suddenly he SEES her, and hears her voice. To 
her this is a miracle, to him it must be terrifying… but somehow they come to meet in the middle and end up enjoying an amazing 
moment of intimacy, that blossoms into a relationship between the unlikely pair. (This one is a bit emotional and pulls at the 
heartstrings, but also has a very sexy masturbation scene where she possesses him and uses his own hand to jerk him off!)

Audio #221 - The Debutante’s Gardener
13 minutes
A new script written by Peppa, who also is the writer behind the short series My Neighbor Brooke!  This little southern belle comes 
home from boarding school to her wealthy family's estate, and loves to tease and fantasize about all the black servants and 
workers having their way with her.  One day, while her parents are away, she decides to put her plan into action and gets the 
gardener to introduce her to his big black snake!

Audio #225 - Colony Breeder
16 minutes 
I fell in love with this script by u/Indras1 and I really enjoyed both recording it, and peppering in the sound effects. It’s a glimpse 
into a bleak future, one where males humans are almost extinct, and the few that still remain are designated as breeding males, 
kept fully restrained but comfortable, and treated like priceless livestock. Females undergo extensive fertility testing and those with 
the best chance of bearing children are called upon to breed with the rare males. Most women have never even met a man 
before, much less has physical contact with one, so luckily they are given step-by-step instructions so they know what to do.

http://www.patreon.com/trapquest
http://www.reddit.com/u/Orpheus_the_Traveler
https://www.reddit.com/user/Indras1


Audio #226 - Artemis & The Huntress
16 minutes
Artemis, the daughter of Zeus and Goddess of the hunt, was also known as the Forever Virgin, remaining chaste for eternity.  
When a cloaked hunter spies upon her while bathing, she is about to take his life until the hunter lowers his cloak and she finds 
that it is in fact, a huntress, and a pretty one at that.  Upon learning that the huntress is also a virgin, she bargains with the girl to 
spare her in exchange for, well.... I don't need to spell it out for you, do I?  *wink*  Thanks to u/LateStageInfernalism for the script!

Audio #227 - My Hot Wife
41 minutes!
Being the only married guy in his group of friends, he was always of proud of his wife Tina and her gorgeous body.  His friends 
had never been very discrete when they stared at her ample tits, but knowing he was the one who was going home with her made 
it sort of exciting. So when they suggested a game of spin the bottle one night, he didn’t think much of it. But he never imagined 
exactly how far things were going to go, or how much his wife would enjoy cuckolding him with his friends.

Audio #229 - Rumor Has It
15 minutes
She's heard stories about the new guy packing some serious meat in his shorts.  And when she spots him at the pool party, she 
can't think of a better opportunity to find out if the rumors are true!  Her girlfriends are too shy but she's not, so she makes her way 
into the waist deep waters to accidentally bump into him and introduce herself to his not-so-little friend.  But what she feels has to 
be seen to be believed, so she tells him to meet her around the side of the house for a little show and tell, that quickly turns into a 
JOI session for her entertainment.  Thanks to u/warmcupnextdoor for the fun script!

Audio #252 - Wife’s Fun Date
11 minutes
She has no problem finding men who are into fucking someone else’s wife, but not often do they treat her to a fancy dinner date 
first, so tonight’s guest-star is off to an impressive start. Arriving back at her place, she reminds him that her husband likes to 
watch, but there’s more to it than that. When she brings her new lover to the bedroom, he discovers that her husband also likes 
being tied up and caged, helpless to interfere as he watches his beloved gets the sort of fucking she deserves.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *
Favorites from 2020
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Audio #267 - Don’t Panic, Human!
21 minutes 
A spacecraft loses control and crash lands on Earth, manned by a single female alien and her sarcastic translator AI called 
A.L.E.X.  The human who finds them is pretty freaked out at first, but she manages to convince him not to panic, that they mean 
no harm.  But it will take a few days to repair her shuttle, so he agrees to hide her in the meantime, and once they are ready for 
bed her curious nature kicks in and she expresses the desire to repay him for his kindness and hospitality.  Big thanks to u/
angel_main for the script!

Audio #278 - Forgive Me Father
11 minutes
A young novitiate at the convent turns to her handsome priest to confess that her thoughts have not been pure. She has been 
having such deviant fantasies about a man… touching herself again and again, but to no avail. She can’t seem to satisfy these 
wicked desires, and worries that she shouldn’t take her vows, because how can she hope to become a nun when all she truly 
wants is to give in to such temptations?

Audio #288 - Expose Me Part 1
16 minutes 
So many of us have made the mistake of using their work phone for personal use. Janet had no idea when she took all those lewd 
photos of herself that one day her company would apply a software update that would cause all her images to be uploaded to the 
company’s intranet! That was, until she receive an anonymous email from one of her co-workers who had seen everything - 
absolutely EVERYTHING!  She immediately deleted it all from her account, but he isn’t really the forgive and forget type, and soon 
she finds herself doing things she never dreamed of, all for a man who knows her most private secrets - but she doesn’t know 
which one of her co-workers he is. What choice does she have, he could expose her…

http://www.reddit.com/u/LateStageInfernalism
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